Ian and Tricia Smith’s Halvorsen 25 “Sea Mist”
Photo:Tricia Smith
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PRESIDENTS
REPORT
Jon Bell
October 2019
Last month I reported on a successful SIBS event, likening
it to a Tempest. Well, the SIBS tempest may have come and
gone, but the 4 Day Dinghy project is still with us. It must be
the most-travelled dinghy never to have hit the water. The usual suspects have all contributed many kilometres and hours
to and at various locations, internal fit-out has progressed and
hey wow it’s back in my garage. How did that happen? asks
my wife (totally rhetorically, of course). It is, however, a valid
point as the sale of The Boatshed reached a successful conclusion late on Saturday evening and we are now faced with
condensing a six bedroom house and five boat projects into a
granny flat in less than 6 weeks time but that is another story.
All will be revealed, on both fronts, in my final column for Scuttlebutt next month. Yes folks, it’s that time again, the Annual
General Meeting is due to be held on November 12th. All roles
are open to be contested, all/any nominees must sign their
agreement to be nominated, keep a wary ear and eye out for
fake news and foreign interference and, most importantly, get
involved. It’s your Association. Leadership is not unlike boat
building – you start off with some raw materials and, if not
skill, at least some willingness to have a go and at the end
you have a finely crafted vessel capable of great voyages… OK
we’ll stop the metaphor there but you get the idea.
A large number of people turned out for the September meeting, no doubt attracted by the thought of more instant auction

items – plans, pictures, large anodes, extension leads, all
snapped up by people feeling sorry for the auctioneer trying
his best – or it might have been the rare treat of witnessing
Don Parker not only talk about his steam driven outboard
engine (too bland to call it simply a motor) but demonstrating
it live on stage. Designed and built by himself, Don carried
the 15kg unit (pictured left) into the meeting, fired it up and
rotated the prop without setting off a single alarm (probably
more heat comes out of the poker machines than his highly
efficient LPG-fired boiler). He is now renovating a replica
Thames Skiff on which to install the engine – all donations of
straw boaters and picnic hampers gratefully received. Now
that will be a launch party!
We also welcomed new member in waiting Sean Gordon and
partner Liz, who brought a 60ft cray boat up from Tasmania.
Sean is a sailmaker so if you have one of those boats sporting
“sticks and rags” you already have a common interest.
Raffled toolset was won by Tom Hughes and the runners up
book by Rob Landis. Rob had earlier raised a question in the
Ask Someone Who Knows segment “How do you successfully
sell a wooden boat these days”; if anyone can provide an answer please get in touch. Thanks to everyone who supported
the raffle and to Peter Matthews for raising the stakes.
Event season is under way, with Davistown, RMYC and
Narooma all happening in the near future – check On The
Horizon for dates and their websites for details.
The deadline for Hal Harpur nominations will have passed by
the time you read this, but I’m assured we have an interesting
assortment of nominations. Tickets for the dinner in December are on sale now – see the reminder in this edition of
Scuttlebutt - and payment can be made at meetings by cash
or card – see Malcolm Boyd – or by remote methods.
Until next time, Happy Building (or stripping, sanding, painting,
polishing or even, hopefully, boating!).
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The New Boat - Part 3
By Phillip Heaney
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In this modern age of electric planners, sanders, and other sundry noisy machines, it is very
satisfying to pick up a razor-sharp adze and
shape timber to a fine finish in a quiet manner.
It is by far my favourite tool. I used the adze to
shape most of the rabbet line, it took three days
to complete. The next job was the garboard
strakes. This gave me a base to continue the
laminated ribs towards the bow. Because of
my limited number of clamps, seventy all up, I
could only glue up two ribs a day which would
take me to smoko, so the rest of the day I spent
installing the sheer strake around the stern. This
required four laminations to reach the desired
thickness as there is quite a curve in this area.
It was good to get this done as it defines the
sheer line more clearly and secures the ribs at
the top end.

boats capable of high speeds, but built heel
boats will normally be older style yachts and
large workboats. The advantage of a built heel
is it is stronger as the stern post goes from the
keel to the deck tying everything together with
the planking forming a box section, and, if done
properly it makes the aft section very strong.
Another advantage is that the propeller shaft
can be shorter as the engine can be placed further aft in the boat. The lowest point of the bilge
is right aft which keeps any water away from
the engine. A dead wood boat has the lowest
point about amidships and this is usually where
the engine is normally located in these boats.
There is nothing wrong with a dead wood boat,
they generally have less wetted surface and are
easier to build, but for this boat I think a built
heel is the way to go.

This boat has what we call a built heel meaning
the planking goes all the way down to the keel
as opposed to a dead wood boat which has
solid timber on the under body of the vessel.
Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages, and each may suit different designs.
Dead wood boats will normally be found on

All the laminated ribs are now in. There will be a
few ribs to install later though. The positioning
of the moulds prevented them being installed
at this stage. This will happen when the moulds
are removed and the planking is well under way.
All the planks are glued to the ribs and the second layer is glued to the inner layer. To speed
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the process, I fasten the planks on with roofing
screws, these really pull the planking up tight,
then they’re removed once the glue has set. The
holes left on the inner layer are filled with glue
when the second layer is applied. I try to clean
up the excess glue as I go. The frame spacing is
just big enough to get my head through to clean
the inside between the ribs, this will save a lot of
work later when the inside is sanded and treated.
The holes left in the second layer will be drilled
out to 8mm, with Tasmanian Oak dowels glued
in with a 12mm plug to finish it off. The wood
ends along the garboard, stem and stern will be
fastened with Silicon Bronze screws.
The planking method is the same for a traditionally built boat only it is done twice. Each plank is
tapered each end or a stealer may be needed to
achieve a uniform coverage. The second layer
is always put on after the first, even though it is
tempting to keep going with the first, as the second plank will need clamping and that would not
be possible if you get ahead of yourself. To work
out the pattern of planking, measure the girth at
amidships and at the stem and stern and divide
these by the number of planks required to fill that
distance, this will give you the taper required.
This is a rough guide only, because of the shape
of the hull some deviation may be required to
allow the planks to flow naturally, this is where
a stealer comes in. This is basically a tapered
plank to change the run of the previous planking.
I use a spiling batten to give me the shape of the
planking. By laying a stiff batten (as a general
rule if the batten lays nicely then the plank will),
around the hull to the tapered measurements
you can measure at different intervals to give
you the desired shape of the plank. Next will be
the floors, Stringers and Shelf. November is the
Wooden Boat festival at the R.M.Y.C Newport
when we will take a month off to attend the
show and do a bit of cruising in Athens, I expect
to have most of the planking finished by then.
Hope to see you at the show.
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Building Handbag
- A Selway Fisher
12’ Thames Skiff
By Greg Widders
Images:
Bottom: Handbag at
anchor in Pittwater
Right Top: planks
per side laid out
prior to going 3d.
Right Middle: With
the panels cut and
trimmed to size it
only takes a few
hours to have a hull
shape.
Right Bottom: The
transom prooved
the most complex
section to stitch
together, but the
shape is well worth
it.
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So first of all, the name. When I asked my partner for permission to build a boat her immediate response was “sure if I can buy a handbag”
a honeymoon through France and Italy threatened to tip the financial balance of that transaction in her favour but I suspect at the moment I
may still owe her a few bags. The name stuck.
Dreaming about the next boat to build is
somewhat of a habit of mine, to the point where
I have purchased plans for two boats ahead
already… this one was no different. The constraints for this build where, small enough to
build in the single car garage in the townhouse
we lived in, not too complex that I needed more
than the hand tools and basic power tools I had
(jigsaw, drill, orbital sander) and light enough
that I could lift onto the roof of my car.
While the last criteria is a bit of a struggle after
a long row, the Thames 12 plans from Selway
Fisher delivered on the rest with a lovely classic
shape to boot.
The plans are available with a few different
options, stitch and glue, round bilge, 3’3 beam
or 3’5. I had meant to build the 3’5 version but
realised when i measured the stitched up beam

that I’d made my first mistake before I had
even made a cut. The initial plan was to add a
small sailing rig to the boat because why not. I
email Paul Fisher about this plan upfront and he
kindly added into my purchase the sail plan for
one of his other boats with the instruction that

“For anyone considering
building a similar boat,
plans from Selway
Fisher are very easy
to follow.”
I should be able to scale the rig to suit. Once I
realised my mistake with the beam the plan to
add sail was gradually rescinded.
The time from plans to 3d was very quick, only a
few hours of marking out the 5 planks per side
in full size, some jigsaw work and fine tuning
with a hand plane. An extra set of hands is
very helpful for the stitching process as some
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of the bends get quite tight particularly around
the stern. Three permanent moulds give the hull
structure and stitching along each plank pulls
everything together nice and snug from the start.
There was only minimal adjustment needed to
the planning around the stern and bow to get
everything sitting together nicely.
Each seam was filled with epoxy and lightweight
fillers, covered with a strip of surfboard rail tape.
The backbone in an attempt to keep weight to a
minimum was two layups of carbon coaxial tape
on the inside and one outside. The whole outside
of the hull is sheathed in 4oz glass.
I decided to enclose two tanks on the boat in the
fore and aft seats to add some buoyancy in the
event of any capsize. The added benefit being
I could hide the finishes in these tricky to reach
areas.
Sanding and fairing and sanding and fairing
dragged on for weeks and months and the final
stages of finishing were only spurred on by the
promise of donated oars and rollicks if i could
have the boat in the water for the watermans
race at the Balmain regatta. Some timely assistance from my dad had the boat finished and
ready to go for a few practise rows before the
race.
In possibly one of my greatest sporting achievements to date handbag lined up as the smallest boat with the biggest rower for the race.
My chances looked slim at the start. The race
briefing laid out the course for us and I picked
my starting position with the intent of staying
clear of everyone. From the go a few of the
seven odd boats were tangled up and I was able
to make a clean start, falling in line behind a 16ft
lightweight dory who led for most of the race.
I stayed in touch with the leader as the tangle
behind me cleared and started to give chase.
Around the buoys and back to the finish line I
was resigned to second when i heard the crowd
of onlookers starting to shout instructions to the
leader. Looking over my shoulder I could see the
lead boat had misinterpreted the finish line and
made a turn to starboard! Channeling Australia’s
greatest speed skater I kept my momentum
going and crossed the finish line to take gold.
The Thames 12 design is undoubtedly pretty,
rows well and is easy to transport around with
two people, possible with one strong person. At
6’5 and well over 100kgs handbag however is
not the boat for me to take any but the smallest
passengers on. For anyone considering building
a similar boat, plans from Selway Fisher are very
easy to follow and Paul Fisher makes himself
available for questions as well. When it comes
to selecting a plan I highly recommend considering the Thames 14. My decision to go for the 12
was purely for the lighter weight boat to lift solo
onto the roof of my car. I haven’t done this many
times.
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The Paynesville Report
By Chris Dicker

And a happy spring to all. We saw our first hare
for the season running across our paddock yesterday and another a victim of a hit and run on
the road. I suppose in the northern hemisphere
they would be march hares. The birds are busy
as they have been for a while and still pairing
off, pre occupied and amicable. Well who is not
amicable when they are in love. It is a wonderful
spectacle to be part of or at least to be close to.

will screen the entrants and choose the best
exhibits as they do in Hobart. There is plenty
of space for shore exhibits but that will also
fill. There is a third possibility for dinghy’s. This
is ‘on the beach’. Those of us who have never
ended up ‘on the beach have missed out on a
rich life experience. Before I get too philosophical, those that have dinghy’s that can be carried
can park them on the ample sandy bay near the
yacht club.
There will be the normal food vendors. That
sounds a little negative but it is a hard call to
provide something cheap, wholesome and delicious; then add variety. Also profit.
The venue is fantastic, Paynesville is a small
lake town of 4000 souls. Right opposite is
Raymond Island connected by a vehicular ferry,

Even though I am no longer on the committee
for the Paynesville classic boat festival, I hear
on the grape vine that it is gathering strength
and looks like being a very big event. Registration is now open for afloat and ashore.
Hopefully there will be some photos of an
ordinary old lakes fishing boat in this article.
Perhaps even of the relaunch. This one was
built in 1915, close to the time when the James
Craig was nearing the end of her sailing career
as so many ships in sail were. Steam had long
been established and so many men who’s lives
had been devoted to those beautiful ships that
circled the globe had to reinvent themselves......
or go to steam. Nothing wrong with steam
Terry!
Last night I attended the festival committee
meeting as I was invited. The afloat registrations are almost to capacity but I imagine they
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where there are lots of koalas (too many) and
banksia forests. The sail past and parade of sail
are really spectacular as all the boats have to
squeeze through the narrow McMillan strait.
It sounds like I am promoting this event but we
really did have a good time afloat and ashore
last time. And yes, I am recommending it.
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There has been a shake up at the Scuttlebutt headquarters so
I am treading very lightly.
Our house is moving forward slowly. It took roughly 9 months
to build the shed and house including doors and windows. It
has taken nine months so far to fit the house out and I hope to
finish by Christmas. (This Christmas). Our building permit is
only good for two years, which I think is minimal for an owner
builder, especially as many are learning as they go. We have
had to tow the line with plumbers and electricians, we except
that but generally, if a person has a bit of nouse he or she will
do as good a job or better than any tradesman. It seems to be
all speed and profit. We are forced by the council to use them
and they can sign their own work off. We have seen some
shoddy work and even had to dismiss the first electrician.
That is the end of the complaints section.
Westwind did not get a visit this weekend. Rather she was
checked from the shore with binoculars. It has come to that.
She is far from neglected and is very wholesome.
Happy sailing
Chris

Tools. The Shipwright’s Auger
By Nick Lawther

I was intrigued and found that they are still available, but I
could only find a USA source (but still amazing when you
think how hard it is sometimes to find even mundane items
like the drive belt for one’s thicknesser).
This was one source I found: https://www.wlfuller.com/html/
wood_augers.html
(Bunnings and Screwfix, UK claim to have Irwin ones but they
fib I think.) Serendipity struck and at Bunnings they had some
cheap Irwin ‘normal’ augers on special. I love specials. Cheap,
cheap. $10 each.

There will be more knowledgeable folks than me, but I thought
that this was interesting. Some place I came across a discussion on augers and the gist was that while ordinary augers
are fine for ‘those other trades” (plumb and square are OK
for carpenters) but that a shipwright needs a bare foot auger.
Never having heard of such a thing I did a little search. First in
The Library (my bookshelf which also is home to The First Aid
Station and the DVD Collection) and then the internet.

So I bought two ½” augers. They are intended for deck
builders and have a sort of countersink cutter on them which
comes off after knocking out a spring pin. Off to Peninsula
Saws at Mona Vale (no relationship). For an $11 charge they
would turn one into a barefoot auger. With a bit of scepticism
on their part.
Modified and original
How did it go? I found a scrap piece of timber (lucky, that).
The expert advice was that a start hole was needed. I drilled a
short hole with a ½’ spade bit (no relationship) and then set
to. Worked like a charm, to the depth of the auger.
But I really can’t say whether it cuts a straight hole or not.
Next step: braze on a rod and try a long hole, say a metre.
Watch this space. Better than a boring bar? Or different
application maybe?
Of course mucking
about with things
like this is interesting but it is NOT
getting on with
actual work.
Nick Lawther

In Small Boat Building Greg Rossl (no relationship) says
Other book references suggest that brazing a long bar onto
the end of the auger to achieve the needed length is the go.
The auger looks like the upper auger in the picture to the right.
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New Members

BUY SWAP and SELL

A warm welcome to the following new members:
Simon Trevett - Collaroy Plateau. ‘Twister’ class yacht.
Michelle Jobbins - Newport. Halvorsen 36 ‘Kangaroo’.

Membership Renewals will be forwarded by end of this month.
Membership has been maintained at $45. Renewals made by
card reader (at a meeting or a show etc will attract an additional
$1 fee. Payment by all other means (cash, cheque, direct deposit)
will be at the $45 rate. Our financial institution levies this fee on
the association.

Christmas Dinner and Hal
Harpur Award
Tuesday, 10th December - 6:30pm

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of charge if the
member’s name and phone no. appear. Non-members are charged
$20 for a text ad (maximum 25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will
run for two issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor, see page 2 for
details.

FOR SALE
Classic Timber Putt-Putt Boat

13ft Moulded ply trailer boat with single cylinder two stroke Stuart
Turner engine. recently overhauled (new cylinder liner, rings and
gaskets). Still requires new carburettor. All new polished timber work
installed internally. Inclusions are: 4 new life jackets, pair of Oregon
oars, sun canopy, new fire extinguisher, electric bilge pump, navigation
lights and electric starter.
Trailer completely overhauled with new LED lights, wheel hubs, bearings and tyres/wheels.
Price $7,500
Graham DeGabriel 6331 1774 or 0424 822 321

How To Book
1.By Email and Bank Transfer treasurer@wbansw.asn.au
A/C - 109553629
BSB – 012010
Please indicate WBA Dinner + Name + Number of
tickets + Contact details
2.

By Post & Cheque –
PO Box 884 Gladesville 2111
Please indicate WBA Dinner +Name + Number of tickets
+ Contact details

3.

Payment at a General Meeting
(card, cheque or cash ) September, October or
November meetings only

4.

Payment over phone
Business Hours only
Jon Bell 9545 2584
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Tasmanian maritime heritage wooden dinghy. Built as a family fishing boat.

15’8” (4.8 m) clinker built rowing boat, constructed from King Billy and Huon Pine.
Designed and built in 1969 by renowned
Tasmanian boat builder, Reg Fazackerley
(1893-1983), at Sandy Bay, Hobart.
A signature “RF” and a year of construction
under a seat. Professionally restored and repainted in August 2013 by the Wooden Boat
Centre, Franklin, Tasmania – unused since.
Includes a set of restored oars, King trailer,
recently refurbished and registered, with an
additional new spare wheel and tyre, heavy
duty tiedown straps and a new boat cover.
One of three 16-footers built by Reg Fazackerley. Used initially as a family, recreational
fishing boat until purchased by the Clarence
Sea Scout in Hobart in 1990. Maintained in
clean, dry storage
by the Sea Scouts. Featured at the Hobart
Wooden Boat Festival 2013. Relocated to
NSW in 2017 and recently relocated
to Toowoomba, Qld in January 2019.
Little used during its life and in excellent
condition with all original timber.
Ready for use or to admire as a prestigious
collectable.
Price $8,000 (reduced originally from
$13,200)

FOR SALE

Classic wooden motor sailer. AnnieD is
9.45m LOA, 3.2m beam and 1.0m draught.

It is made of timber and plywood and the
bottom has been fibreglassed over. There is
storage under the
seats inside the cabin and all padding is
original. Navigation lights and an electric
bilge pump. The engine is a 75HP Johnson
V4 2 Stroke with magneto ignition. The
engine does not have a generator or an alternator (never been a problem). Battery only
needed to start. 2 anchors and a pair
of Ron Marks Water Skis to go with it. (No
Life Jackets). The trailer has had new wheel
bearings fitted and is in good condition. The
boat has always been garaged. The trailer is
registered until 20/8/2019 and the boat is
registered until 7/11/2019. Anyone wishing
to inspect, I would only
be too happy to accommodate, just call and
arrange a time with me. call me on either
0414 477 662 or 02 9644 8783. The boat is
located at Sefton.

FOR SALE

WESTERN RED CEDAR
DAR 200x22x4.9M
127x22x5.3M
Total Price: $328.00
John Wagemans
0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE

Seagoing Kayak for sale.

26 ft Tasman yacht with inboard BMW diesel
Complete with set of sails etc Timber interior,
some finishing required
Ken Travers $7500 9529 9955

Brand new, never used. Strip planked red
cedar, fibre glassed in and utside’ 2
buoyancy compartments 1 watertight locker,
new adjustable foot stop (not installed)
Includes instruction book, paddle and proper
kayak seat. $2200 ono design: Auk Designer
Nick Schade
John Wagemans 0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE

Owner Happy to consider reasonable offers
Plywood Runabout
The boat is a half cabin in good working
order. It is 17ft 6inches (5.33m) in length
and 1.95 metres in width, certified to carry 5
passengers.
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She was built by Jack Dempsey at Gladesville and launched in 1970 as a motor boat
and converted with sails in 1999. AnnieD is
powered by a 1999 40hp Volvo 3 cylinder
diesel. She was
recently slipped and cut back to bare timber
below waterline and any maintenance done
before antifouling. Annied has been well
looked after, regularly maintained and ready
for a new owner. Price is $59,000. Terry Reilly
0418 841 604

FOR SALE

“Brit” (Short for Britannia) Handsome ½ cabin
clinker launch with pedigree.
19’ x 8’4” x 2’ Draft. Yanmar 2QM20.
Queensland Beech on Spotted Gum frames.
Built 1964 at Balmain by Wee Georgie
Robinson for his own use. Matching sail, full
cockpit cover and sun awning, wheel and
tiller steering. Full history available. Moored
Pittwater inshore just east of Byra (Riddle
Reserve).
$25,000
Graeme Proctor
0448 539 825

WANTED

Oars wanted. Pair of wooden racing sculls
(oars) of the tulip or Macon shape. Approx
9ft in length. Must be usable or repairable.
Nick Lawther 0407 236 999 or
nicklawther2099@gmail.com
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Merchandise
Members are able to purchase/
order items at a General
Meeting or by email to the Merchandise Officer, Sally Ostlund,
(salsonsquarerig@gmail.com)
AND to the Treasurer (treasurer@wbansw.asn.au)
When items are not in stock,
they will be ordered and advice
provided about availability and
delivery costs.

ON THE HORIZON
October 8th - Brian Gatt : Anodes on Boats
October 14th - Committee meeting
October 18-20 - Davistown Putt Putt Regatta & Wooden boat Regatta contact Neil Mulcahy
0407 336 447
October 28th - Balmain Regatta
November 2-3 - Timber Boat Festival RMYC Newport
November 12th - AGM. Guest Speaker-Peter Widders: Boats and Ships of Europe.
November 15-17 - Narooma Boats Afloat
November 18th - Committee meeting
December 10th WBA Christmas Dinner and Hal Harpur Award Night, Gladesville
December 16th -Committee Meeting
NEXT YEAR 2020
February 22-23 Raft-up at Bantry Bay
February 29 - March 2nd Paynesville Classic Boat Festival, Gippsland Lakes
March 6-9 Geelong Wooden Boat Festival
May 1-3 - May Classic and Wooden Boat Festival, ANMM Darling Harbour
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